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USAPooltec® FAQ and Answers

1. How does Pooltec® save on chlorine use?  Pooltec® reduces chlorine usage by 
its unique synergy interaction which has demonstrated the reduction by 25% 
to 65% and more in some cases.  Heavy use or commercial pool will not 
receive a chlorine savings.

2. What is the best weekly dosage for my pool?  Most 10,000-gallon pools 
during swim season should use between 4 to 8 ounces weekly.  The higher 
dosage for more heavily used backyard pools.

3. Why is Pooltec® called a mul�-task pool treatment?  Because Pooltec® 
provides three specific functions:  kills and prevents all algae, strongly 
clarifies pool water and boosts chlorine effectiveness.

4. What type of algae does Pooltec® kill and control?  All three common types 
which are green, yellow (mustard) and black algae-fungus.

5. When can swimmer use pool a�er treatment?  Immediately.

6. If I go on vaca�on, what extra dosage can I use to keep my pool free from 
algae blooms.  Double the weekly dosage for each week gone and chlorine 
shock pool before leaving.

7. Can animals drink Pooltec® treated water?  Absolutely. However, chlorine 
maybe harmful to animals.

8. How does Pooltec® clarify pool water?  The polymers in Pooltec® cause high 
water clarity because of its flocculation properties.

9. Can Pooltec® also kill algae blooms?  Yes, follow cleanup dosage chart and 
Pooltec® is also functional with other algaecides for extremely dirty pools.

10. Is Pooltec® EPA registered?  Yes.



11. Can Pooltec® be used as a winter layup treatment?  Absolutely.  Follow 
winter treatment dosage chart for mesh, covered and uncovered pools.

12. If a bo�le of Pooltec® becomes frozen, will it s�ll work?  Yes.  Just thaw out 
bottle and use when back into a liquid state.

13. Is Pooltec® effec�ve to kill black algae? Yes.  Follow directions on label or 
visit our website for more details directions and suggestions to thoroughly 
eradicate black algae from your pool. 

14.Will Pooltec® kill bacteria and other waterborne pathogens?  Yes, but it must 
be use with a sanitizer like chlorine.  Pooltec® kills common bacteria and 
enhances chlorine’s ability to kill bacteria more effectively at a lower chlorine 
level. 

If you have not found the answer to any of your questions, please call 1-800-289-
7660 or direct 1-559-299-7660.
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